Instructions for pages 3-5 of the H-1B Recommendation Packet

Please note the H-1B Recommendation Packet is needed every time that an H-1B is being
requested. If you have any questions about the first two pages, please do not hesitate to reach out
to our office.
First, on the actual wage worksheet you will only need to complete the sections in yellow shown
in the image below. This document is about the job that is being offered and not the employee.
The reviewer will be whoever completes this form for our office.
In each section of the ‘Job Offer Requirements’ you will want to write the information that
pertains to the job itself. For example, what is the education experience required? You will put
Masters or PhD based on what is needed for the position. Once the first three lines and the first
column are completed you are done with this page. The remainder of the blank sections will be
completed by our office.
The purpose of this document is to help our office choose the correct prevailing wage.
*Helpful hint: If you have a job description or the original job posting the information we are
asking for is typically found there. I have found that it helps make completing this document
easier than hunting down all the information.

On the actual wage worksheet, there is even less information you need to provide! Please see the
image below for the spaces in yellow that you are required to complete. This will include the
name of the individual who completes the form and the job that we are hiring for.
After you write the position the document will prepopulate other sections of this document that
request that information. The remainder of the blank sections will be completed by our office.

As always if you have any questions please do not hesitate to reach out to our office.

Thank you.

